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MY LOVE IS A PUNK

genre: Romance, Queer

Two punk buddies from families of different social classes fall in love and help each other to get
the love interest of the friend.

First couple - a younger top gay (punk) x elder bottom bi. They get to meet at a bar. A 20 year
old young punk and a 32 year old noble gentleman. They have a nice talk and agree to meet
again. The next day they discover that the gentleman is the new business partner of the punk.
So, additionally considering their age gap, the gentleman keeps distance actively ignoring the
younger one. But punk will not give up. He keeps visiting the workplace, following the man
around till he talks to him again. The older gay is a fair business partner, and a virtuous piano
player.

The punk is not interested in dad's business which displeased his strict dad. He gains himself up
before coming out to his dad. The dad says he is his son and he is here for him as long as he is
a good man who would not harm innocent people. When the guy says “The day mom left us”,
the dad immediately goes “Oh, right! She has sent new photos from the places she visited. This
is my favorite one.”
“She is sure enjoying her vacation with friends.”
“Already missing her,huh?”
“Like you don’t.”

As soon as ex-business partners find out about the guy being gay, they get to lowkey tease the
dad. The supportive dad responded with the data he had for the men’s sons: One played with
the feelings of the girls, the other beat-ran a poor man, the other one was on the court for
building unsafe constructions, one of which collapsed. Yet all of them tried to protect their
offsprings. While his son has done nothing wrong.

Second couple - the smart chic x the punk jester. This punk friend (switch gay) is from a working
class (mechanics family). He was raised in a not so safe neighborhood but is a good and
positive guy despite sometimes being a hothead. He falls in love with a handsome smartie
(switch gay) who is tutoring him for university exams. The smartie is secretly jealous while
seeing him with his friend while trying his best to keep his cool. The smart guy prefers to ignore
his bullies but the punk guy gets in a fight for him. Then his crush takes care of his wounds.
This punk friend has a femme lesbian sister (short, curvy with short hair) who is good at fighting
as well.

The friends used to smoke. Now one sour and mint lollipops of own production while the other
prefers sunflower seeds.


